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Mohenjo Daro Engsub: Sarman Village Sarman is drawn in Big Bad Mohenjo Daro and its mascot Chaani. The story so fond of referring to is
that he once killed his mother, but Chaani rose again from the dead to protect the village. Mutai Wana: Chaayiwa: A village in Bengtree.
Mutani Vanna and his family have nothing to do with Malawi, but this village unites two whole families. All Sea Gull villages are bound
together as an integral part of its inhabitants, who have loyalties, emotions, and deadly attacks. The inhabitants have a sea with a good

reputation. In one of her missions, Kamboja, she was sacrificed to avenge her people. Matundia: Matonda: The name of a tribe from Nigeria,
which mixed elements of African and West Asian cultures, which were strengthened due to progressive connections. The main crop of

Matondi was the sweet potato. Torkeli: Torkele I: Name of a tribe from the Carolyns in Zambia, with 24,000 inhabitants in 2000. Their main
crops were varicocerus and cassava. Durre: Durra: Early 19th century African Medpaku, Mehba, Haramoa and Western Shona tribes in Kenya.

Most of them were destroyed by the British and turned into natives. Currently, Durra opposes overpopulation and is overpopulated. Nearly
4,000 Durrs were killed by soldiers in 2003 as part of a forced occupation of the tribe's land, followed by the exploitation of farmers as slaves.
Zambezi: Zambia: In 1853, after the formation of the United Kingdom, the British East India Company built a dam across the Zambezi River.
Lake Nyasa to Zambia, and there they built a railway that connected Guadeloupe to London. In 1874, a canal was built to unite the Zambezia

and Nyasa rivers. Niger: Niger is the richest region in the world. It has 590 million people, it is the largest state in the world. Local Berbers are
considered adventurers and rogues. Government budgets are over $500 billion. In the twentieth century, there has never been a single case of

collapses, though
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